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BMW X3 (E83) Rear Foglight Retrofit 

2004-2006 

 

 

This retrofit will allow the user to install and enable the rear foglamps in the tailgate of a North 

American specification X3 before the facelift (pre-2007). If you are uncertain as to the purpose of rear 

foglights, please familiarise yourself with its proper usage before attempting the install. 

NA-spec X3s before the facelift are not pre-wired for rear foglamps and nor are their Light 

Control Modules programmed to energise them. Some steps of this install may not be necessary and are 

not possible unless the LCM is recoded to ECE/International standards. These are noted with an * 

asterisk.  

Note that the many of the pictures may be taken from an E46 3er, which is similar in many ways. 

Installation of the front part (LCM) and the lights themselves may be done separately. A conservative 

installation time would be the better part of an afternoon, although professionals may do it faster. It is 

recommended that you attempt this in a well-lit area. 

Parts Needed: 

1. A roll of 18-20AWG copper insulated wire, about 7m in length 

2. Small gauge quick connectors and pliers to crimp the wires together. 

3. Bushing contact(s) - rear foglamps.  Part nr: 61 13 0 006 626 or 61 13 0 007 257 

4. Bulb Holder(s). Part nr. 63 21 6 943 036 

5. Light bulb(s), 12V. Part nr. 63 21 926 920 

6. Headlamp switch.* 

a. 61 31 3 405 705 for vehicles with Rain Sensor, Xenons, and Adaptive headlamps 
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b. 61 31 3 405 692 for vehicles with Rain Sensor, Halogen. 

c. 61 31 6 990 153 for vehicles without Rain Sensor nor foglights, Halogen. 

7. Bushing contact* Light Control Module. Part nr. 61 13 0 008 998 

8. Plastic fastening pins for the two that you will remove next to the trunklid latch. 

*For persons with the ability to reprogram Light Control Module to ECE standards 

Procedures: 

1. Remove the plastic liner in the trunklid. First remove the screws in each of the handles using a 

Philips screwdriver. Then pry off the two plastic fasteners adjacent to the metal latch. At this 

point you are ready to remove the liner. 

 

2. A helper is suggested at this point. There are 8 plastic pins that hold the liner to the trunklid 

itself. With luck and care, none of these will be broken. I suggest starting from the outside 

edges, popping them off until they are loose. Your friend can hold the plastic while you unplug 

the light at the bottom edge. 

 Careful! Depending on how long the tailgate has been open, the light will be 

very hot. 

 

3. With the plastic liner removed, you may proceed to install the bulb. At minimum, the LEFT rear 

foglight should be installed, although both left and right may be installed at your choice. In each 

case, the space that it would normally occupy is blocked by a plastic piece. Using an exacto knife 

or flat screwdriver, cut away the notches until you can remove the circle. 

 

4. Install the bulbs into the bulb holder, then insert both into the space and turn a quarter turn to 

ensure secure fit and proper contact. 

 

5. Unplug the connector to the bulb housing connector by depressing the black tab and 

pulling outward. You will notice that there is an empty slot. 
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6. Remove the white locking tab on top by unclipping it from the sides.  Plug the Bushing contact 

for the rear lights into the only empty slot. Make sure the orientation of the pin is correct, then 

push until you feel it click into place. Place the white locking tab back over and on to the bulb 

housing connector. Remember to plug the entire connector back into its original housing. 

 

7. Using the quick connects, crimp the new bushing contact onto your long wire, which will 

eventually be laid to the front. You may check your work now by touching the wire with an 

electricity source, such as the battery to ensure that the light bulbs light up. If they do, you may 

proceed. 

 

8. Find a way to lay your long wire to the front driver footwell, where the LCM is located 

underneath the steering column.  If you have the patience, you may opt for an OEM look by 

pulling it through the existing rubber grommet at the top edge where the rest of the wires go. It 

is a tight squeeze. Then you may let it drop though the headliner or behind the D-pillar 

(additional panel removal required). I routed it underneath the rear seat belt holder, under the 

leftmost seat panel and then underneath the door sills, B-pillar, and right behind the OBD port.  

All the floor and pillar panels are held by plastic pins or clips, so do not use excessive 

force when removing them.  

 The panels have sharp edges. Mechanics gloves are suggested to prevent cuts. 

However, all panels can be removed without tools. 

9. Once you have ensured that the bulbs will illuminate, you may reinstall the plastic liner for the 

trunklid. Once again, a friend can help you hold the liner while you plug in the light, and then 

line up the 8 plastic pins with their respective holes and pop them back into place. Reinstall the 

plugs and screws you first removed. 
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At this point, you need to find a power source for the wire to energise the lights when needed. For 

vehicles that will be reprogrammed, continue on with the following steps. There is limited working room 

in the footwell so it may be cramped to complete easily. 

Removal of connector from Light Control Module: 

10. *Remove the plastic panel underneath the steering column. There are 3 Philips screws at the 

front edges and a plastic turn-screw at the back end near the throttle pedal. Unplug the footwell 

light. 

 

11. *The LCM is located directly to the left and beneath the steering column. To remove the 

connector, there is a little black button that locks the white, rotating eject bar into place. Push 

the button while turning the white bar downwards. It should slide out easily. 

 

 
 

12. *You will notice that there is a blue and a brown half encased in the black connector that you 

just removed. Remove the brown half by inserting a small, thin flat screwdriver into the side 

which loosens a plastic notch, then pull out the brown half slowly. 

 

Use care when pulling or pushing the wires in/out of the connector. 

 

13. *Insert the LCM bushing into Pin #49, and connect the other end to your wire that you laid from 

the rear of the vehicle. The numbers are very small and make sure you insert the pin in the right 

direction. Reinstall the brown component into the black connector, then insert it back into its 

housing in the LCM and push the white bar upwards until it clicks into place. 

 

Push down, 
then swivel 

Eindrücken, 
dann drehen 
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14. *Install the Light switch. Using a flat screwdriver, carefully pry up the clips underneath the face 

vent directly above the switch. Avoid using excessive force, since this may scratch or damage the 

clips. You do not need to remove the entire vent, just enough to loosen the light switch. 

 

15. *The light switch is connected by a thin ribbon of wires. Push down the tabs on the outer edges 

and gently pull it out. Install the new switch and reinstall the parts. When you turn the key to 

Position II, the rear foglight indicator should illuminate. With proper programming, pin #49 of 

the LCM will also be energised, illuminating the rear foglights if the wiring is done properly. 

 

 
 

For those of us unable (or unwilling) to have the LCM recoded to ECE standards, removal of the LCM 

connector is not necessary. Connect your wire something capable of accepting power from the 12V 

cigarette lighter. Alternatively, you may find a way to connect them with the front foglamps, so that 

both are energised simultaneously when you activate the front foglamps. 
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If successful, please use the rear foglamps only in cases that require their usage. Dense fog and/or 

severely reduced visibility less than 100m are the ONLY acceptable uses, since they are as bright as 

normal brake lights and may cause glare to drivers behind you. 

 

 

Special Thanks to: 

tchavis1989 (E46fanatics) mega-loop (Motor-talk.de) 

avonside (Xoutpost)  thhoffman024 (Motor-talk.de) 

 

These retrofit instructions were written by AzNMpower32 and are intended for informational use. The retrofit is done at the user’s own risk, as 
the author and those contributing assume no responsibility for the correct installation and usage of these parts. Written 27.8.2009 and not to 
be reproduced. 


